Bayesian peak tracking: A novel probabilistic approach to match GCxGC chromatograms.
A novel peak tracking method based on Bayesian statistics is proposed. The method consists of assigning (i.e. tracking) peaks from two GCxGC-FID data sets of the same sample taken in different conditions. Opposed to traditional (i.e. deterministic) peak tracking algorithms, in which the assignment problem is solved with a unique solution, the proposed algorithm is probabilistic. In other words, we quantify the uncertainty of matching two peaks without excluding other possible candidates, ranking the possible peak assignments regarding their posterior probability. This represents a significant advantage over existing deterministic methods. Two algorithms are presented: the blind peak tracking algorithm (BPTA) and peak table matching algorithm (PTMA). PTMA method was able to assign correctly 78% of a selection of peaks in a GCxGC-FID chromatogram of a diesel sample and proved to be extremely fast.